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NEW QUESTION: 1
When connecting to an RMX for the first time, which is the correct username and password?
A. SUPPORT / SUPPORT
B. admin / password
C. POLYCOM / POLYCOM
D. admin / admin
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following actions is best for a company to take when a 2-week plant shutdown for
retooling is planned for the next year?
A. Increase material requirements planning safety-stock levels.
B. Increase planned production.

C. Alter the strategic plan.
D. Decrease the planned sales level during the shutdown.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which step is required to automate the process of creating work orders from PM5?
A. activate PMForeCastCron
B. update system.properlies
C. use the Frequency action
D. setPMstatustoActive
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
To use ODI efficiently in a Data Warehouse project is it necessary to have a topology with an
intermediate transformation server?
A. It is better to load data directly from sources into a data warehouse server.
B. It is mandatory to have an intermediate server.
C. It is mandatory to collect data directly from sources into a data warehouse server using real
time replication processes.
D. Data transformation should be distributed across several scalable nodes.
Answer: A
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